Influencer
Mentor: Mr. Arthur Kho
Mentee: So Tung Yan
"Mr. Kho encouraged me to have confidence in myself. Confidence can make people have the courage to try more things, and eventually we can find something that we are good at. Mr. Kho is a role model of being a very comprehensive person who has unique opinions on any topics."

Master Trainer
Mentor: Mr. Alex Lam
Mentee: Cheung Ka Yan
"From Alex’s sharing, I learned about what is management. A good manager is like air or water. Despite being not physically present sometimes, the team can run smoothly following the value and atmosphere that s/he created. He also thinks that a manager is actually working FOR his/her team, ensuring that everyone is working according to their own abilities and targets."

Analyst & Consultant
Mentor: Mr. James Craig Chapman
Mentee: Zheng Yawen
"I really appreciate Mr. Chapman’s insightful sharing and lots of new angles to understand the world. We went through how globalization started, from Netherlands marine transportation to Great Britain’s global colonization and down to the world in the post World War II. I feel so inspired by learning about globalization from a historical and reflective angle, that today’s globalization is more about the free flow of capital, labor, technologies and is more related to economic, political, cultural connections. Mr. Chapman guided us to consider issues in a more macroeconomic and scientific way."

Thank you, Our Dear CUMP Mentors!
It’s our pleasure to pay a visit to long-serving mentors and show appreciation.
**Life Teacher**

**Mentor:** Mr. Max Wong  
**Mentee:** Wong Ka Wai  
"Max is a very kind mentor who teaches me a lot. He graduated from the CUHK EE Department, with the positive mindset and willingness to try new things. Max asked us about our career planning, shared some guidelines and directions which inspired me a lot, as a Senior Director and a distinct student in the past. I am thankful for meeting him as one of my life teachers."

**Industry Lead**

**Mentor:** Mr. Samuel Yung  
**Mentee:** Chan Sze Wa  
"It's very kind of Mr. Yung to arrange a visit to his office. We talked about the goals for this year and short-term goals. Through watching some video clips of the recent interviews, we know more about the industries, trend and the latest updates in China. I have also chatted with Mr. Yung’s son and other two mentees who are in their master’s study, which also led me to think about pursuing further studies."

**Career Coach**

**Mentor:** Dr. Irene Lau  
**Mentee:** Tang Ting Wai  
"Irene coached us around career planning. She advised us that we should ask ourselves what we really want to do instead of relying on opinions from others or looking at what others do and just follow. That inspires me a lot. She also suggested I could explore degrees in America and Canada Industry."

---

**What Can You Bring to an Organization as a Fresh Graduate**

**Distinguished Speaker:**  
Dr. Austin Tay (CSci, CPsychol)  
**Event Host:** Mr. Ivan Yong  
Co-Founder & Organizational Psychologist, Anchor of Corporate Disruptors Forum  
CUMP Mentor (Serving for 8 years)

---

**Pathways to Be an ESG Professional**

**Distinguished Speaker:**  
Mr. Vincent Pang  
Managing Director of AVISTA Group  
CUMP Mentor (Serving for 2 years)